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Highlights: 
 - We estimated the energy efficiency of individual motor nerve terminals in situ. 
 - Energy efficiency was calculated as glutamate release relative to ATP hydrolysis. 
 - Terminals with high probability neurotransmitter release sites are most efficient. 
 - Simulations indicate that most release sites operate well below optimal efficiency. 
 
eTOC blurb: 
High probability release sites are not uncommon, but what are their advantages? Lu et al. show that 
energy efficiency is one of their advantages. However, the probability value at any particular synapse 
might be seen as a trade-off between energy efficiency and other functional properties such as a 
capacity for sustained release. 
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Summary 
Nerve terminals contain multiple sites specialized for the release of neurotransmitters. Release usually 
occurs with low probability, a design thought to confer many advantages. High probability release sites 
are not uncommon but their advantages are not well understood. Here we test the hypothesis that high 
probability release sites represent an energy efficient design. We examined release site probabilities 
and energy efficiency at the terminals of two glutamatergic motor neurons synapsing on the same 
muscle fiber in Drosophila larvae. Through electrophysiological and ultrastructural measurements we 
calculated release site probabilities to differ considerably between terminals (0.33 vs. 0.11). We 
estimated the energy required to release and recycle glutamate from the same measurements. The 
energy required to remove calcium and sodium ions subsequent to nerve excitation was estimated 
through microfluorimetric and morphological measurements. We calculated energy efficiency as the 
number of glutamate molecules released per ATP molecule hydrolyzed, and high probability release 
site terminals were found to be more efficient (0.13 vs. 0.06). Our analytical model indicates that energy 
efficiency is optimal (~0.15) at high release site probabilities (~0.76). As limitations in energy supply 
constrain neural function, high probability release sites might ameliorate such constraints by demanding 
less energy. Energy efficiency can be viewed as one aspect of nerve terminal function, in balance with 
others, because high efficiency terminals depress significantly during episodic bursts of activity.  
Introduction 
The strength of a synaptic connection is a function of three parameters: the number (N) of release sites, 
or active zones (AZs), at which neurotransmitter is released; the average probability of release from 
each AZ (PAZ); and the average amplitude of the postsynaptic response to each packet of 
neurotransmitter [1]. It is not known why AZs with either a low or high PAZ exist at any particular 
terminal. A low PAZ confers advantages such as a high capacity for information storage [2], resistance 
to depression [3, 4], and energy efficient information transfer at convergent synaptic inputs [5, 6]. 
Insofar as the advantages of a low PAZ design confer organisms with selective fitness, selection 
pressures might promote a common low PAZ. However, PAZ varies greatly between presynaptic 
terminals [7-14]. While reasons for a non-zero PAZ are readily evident, the occurrence of high PAZ 
synapses causes us to question what advantages these might confer to offset those of low PAZ. 
We propose that presynaptic energy efficiency, defined as the number of glutamate molecules 
released for each ATP molecule hydrolyzed, is one of the advantages inherent in high PAZ release 
sites. Multiple calcium ions (Ca2+) are required to trigger the release of neurotransmitters and this 
generates a steep dependency of PAZ on Ca2+ entry, described as a sigmoid function [15]. As the cost 
of Ca2+ removal is one of the primary costs of the presynaptic terminal [16, 17] we might expect that 
energy efficiency will be optimized when neurotransmitter release is maximized relative to Ca2+ entry. 
This point does not occur until gains in neurotransmitter release become marginal relative to Ca2+ 
entry, i.e. high on the sigmoid curve, synonymous with high PAZ. 
Here we used direct measurements to make the first bottom-up estimates of presynaptic 
energy efficiency at individually identified neurons. We took advantage of two motor neurons that 
stereotypically innervate a single muscle fiber in Drosophila larvae. One neuron forms a small 
terminal with few AZs while the other forms a larger terminal with more AZs. We established that PAZ 
differs considerably between the two terminal types. We then proceeded to test the hypothesis that 
high PAZ confers high energy efficiency, estimating energy consumption through direct measurements 
of neurotransmitter release and Ca2+ entry, and by estimating sodium ion (Na+) entry theoretically. We 
found that in response to an isolated AP the small terminal with high PAZ was significantly more 
efficient, consistent with our hypothesis. Data collected during AP bursts supported the same 
hypothesis, but revealed that a high efficiency design based on high PAZ will not sustain high output.  
Results 
QUANTIFICATION OF RELEASE SITE PROBABILITY (PAZ) 
We set out to measure the average probability of release from AZs (PAZ) at each of two glutamatergic 
motor neuron (MN) terminals that synapse on muscle fiber #6 (Figure 1A). Average PAZ can be 
determined using Equation 1: 
 
PAZ = QC / NAZ         (1) 
 
where the number of packages of glutamate released [quantal content (QC)] by each terminal is 
determined electrophysiologically, and the number of AZs (NAZ) determined by microscopy. 
 
Type-Is terminals have fewer active zones than type-Ib 
Muscle fiber #6 in Drosophila larvae is innervated by type-Is “small” bouton terminals of MNSNb/d-Is 
[18], and type-Ib “big” bouton terminals of MN6/7-Ib [19, 20]. The distinct identities of the live MN 
terminals are illustrated by differentially filling them with two fluorophores (Figure 1A). In fixed tissue, 
anti-horseradish peroxidase (HRP; [21]) was used to define neuronal membrane, anti-Bruchpilot (Brp; 
nc82; [22]) to identify AZs, and anti-Discs Large (DLG; [23]) to label the sub-synaptic reticulum (SSR) 
in the muscle and facilitate discrimination between boutons of different terminal types (Figure 1B and 
Figures S1A and S1B). Type-Is terminals on muscle 6 have a smaller surface area (Is: 234±110; Ib: 
568±70 µm2; N=6 pairs, SD, P<0.001; Figure 1C; Table S1) and volume (Is: 90±49; Ib: 310±49 µm3; 
N=6 pairs, SD, P<0.001; Figure 1D; Table S1) than type-Ib terminals. 
The number of AZs per unit volume was determined by counting AZ profiles in a series of 
transmission electron micrographs of 100 nm sections (Figure 1E and 1F). The entire extent of each 
terminal was too large to reconstruct and we relied instead on synaptic vesicle (SV) sizes rather than 
morphologies to identify terminals because SV diameters differ between terminal types [24] (Figure 
S1C). Counts of AZ profiles per unit volume revealed a similar AZ density in the two terminal types 
(Figure 1F; Table S1). We estimated NAZ for each of 6 terminals examined by light microscopy, 
multiplying its volume by the average number of AZs per unit volume. Average NAZ was lower for 
type-Is terminals (Is: 223±66; Ib: 747±114 AZs; SEM; Figure 1G; Table S1). 
 
Type-Is terminals release more neurotransmitter than type-Ib terminals 
Quantal content (QC) can be determined for all AZs of each terminal type using an 
electrophysiological recording protocol that takes advantage of our knowledge of the stereotypical 
innervation of the body wall muscle fibers (see Experimental Procedures and Figure 2A). The 
dependence of SV release on extracellular Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]o) was initially quantified in a low 
range of [Ca2+]o (0.3-0.5 mM) in Hemolymph-Like solution #6 (HL6) [25] and type-Is terminals were 
found to have a much larger QC, i.e. they release more SVs across this range of [Ca2+]o (Figure S2A-
S2D). However, to quantify SV release under physiological conditions, [Ca2+]o was raised to 2 mM 
[Ca2+]o and synaptic events recorded under two-electrode voltage clamp (Figure 2B). Type-Is 
Excitatory Junction Currents (EJCs) were significantly larger than type-Ib EJCs (Is: 80.8±4.0, N=17; 
Ib: 59.9±3.1 nA; N=15, SEM, P<0.001; Figure 2C), but QC estimates were similar (QC: Is: 72.9±4.8; 
Ib: 80.6±4.5; SEM, P=0.25; Figure 2D; Table S1) after adjustments were made for the larger 
miniature EJPs (mEJCs) that originate from type-Is terminals (~50% larger, see Experimental 
Procedures). QC determined in another commonly used saline [Hemolymph-Like solution #3 (HL3)] 
[26] using physiological [Ca2+]o gave similar results (Figure S2E). The capacity of each terminal to 
release glutamate beyond amounts recorded at physiological [Ca2+]o was demonstrated by 
decreasing [Mg2+]o in HL6 from 15mM to 10mM; EJC amplitude increased by 15.3% at both terminals 
(Is: 93.2±6.01; Ib: 69.8±4.18 nA; N=7, SEM, P<0.01). 
 
Type-Is terminals have a higher PAZ than type-Ib 
PAZ was estimated for each terminal using equation 1 and the estimates of QC made in 2 mM [Ca2+]o 
HL6. PAZ was 3-fold higher for type-Is terminals than for type-Ib terminals (Is: PAZ = QC / NAZ = 
72.9/223 = 0.33±0.10; Ib: PAZ = 80.6/747 = 0.11±0.02; SEM) (Figure 2E; Table S1). The assumption 
that all AZs identified from EM are functional, is favored over the alternative that only AZs with T-bars 
(Figure S1D) are functional, because the latter assumption generates PAZ estimates > 1 in type-Is 
terminals (Is: PAZ = 72.9/59 = 1.24; Ib: PAZ = 80.6/421 = 0.19). 
 
QUANTIFICATION OF PRESYNAPTIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
Our conception of energy efficiency is based on Maxwell’s definition [27], based on output relative to 
input (see Experimental Procedures). To test our hypothesis that high PAZ terminals are more 
energy efficient we must estimate the number of glutamate molecules released from each terminal 
relative to the amount of energy required to release and recycle the glutamate and to remove Ca2+ 
and Na+. The QC estimates above contribute to an estimation of both the number of glutamate 
molecules released and the number of ATP molecules needed to recycle the glutamate and SVs. 
Next, microfluorimetric measurements in conjunction with our morphological data were used to 
quantify Ca2+ number, and a theoretical approach based on those data used to quantify Na+ number. 
These estimates for Ca2+ number and Na+ number were then used to estimate the numbers of ATP 
molecules required to power Ca2+ and Na+ removal. 
 
Glutamate Handling 
Type-Is terminals release the most glutamate during an AP 
The number of glutamate molecules released in response to a single AP (Glu) can be determined 
using equation 2:  
 
Glu = QC x ε           (2) 
 
where QC is the number of SVs released, determined above (Figure 2D), and ε is the number of 
glutamate molecules in a SV. Values for ε were estimated for SVs in each terminal type by combining 
a nominal value of ε generated in a biophysical study at the Drosophila larval NMJ [28] and scaling 
factors derived from amplitude differences in uni-quantal events produced by each terminal (ε; Is: 
9600; Ib: 6400 molecules). Using Equation 2, we calculated that type-Is terminals release more 
glutamate per AP [Is: (7.00±0.46) x 105; Ib: (5.16±0.29) x 105 glutamate molecules; SEM] (Table S1).  
The number of ATP molecules required to recycle and refill SVs with glutamate after an AP 
(EGlu) can be determined using equation 3: 
 
EGlu.= QC x 410.5 + Glu x 2.67       (3) 
 
where the estimated cost of exocytosis and endocytosis of a single SV of measured diameter is 410.5 
ATP molecules [29], and it costs 2.67 ATP molecules to load a glutamate molecule into a SV. The 
value of 410.5 has been adopted for SVs of both terminals. For a single AP, type-Is terminals spend 
more ATP recycling and refilling SVs with glutamate [Is: (1.90±0.12) x 106; Ib: (1.41±0.08) x 106 ATP 
molecules; SEM] (Table S1). 
 
Calcium Handling 
The number of calcium ions (Ca2+total) that enter each terminal during an AP can be determined using 
equation 4:  
 
Ca2+total = ∆[Ca2+]total x vol x AN       (4) 
 
where ∆[Ca2+]total is the change in total Ca2+ concentration (free+bound) (moles / L), vol is the volume 
of the terminal (L) which has been determined (Figure 1D), and AN is Avogadro’s constant, but 
∆[Ca2+]total must be calculated using equation 5 [(equation 4) of [30]]: 
 
∆[Ca2+]total = ∆[Ca2+]AP x (1 + KS + K’B)      (5) 
 
where ∆[Ca2+]AP is the change in cytosolic free Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]i) in response to a single AP, 
KS is the endogenous Ca2+ binding ratio, and K’B the incremental Ca2+ binding ratio for the exogenous 
Ca2+ buffer, Oregon-Green BAPTA-1 (OGB-1). 
 
Type-Is terminals display the largest transients in cytosolic free Ca2+ concentration 
We determined changes in [Ca2+]i by forward-filling terminals with a mixture of a Ca2+ sensitive 
fluorescent dye and a Ca2+-insensitive fluorescent dye, in a constant ratio (~15:1; OGB-1 dextran : 
AF647 dextran) (Figure 3). A single AP evoked a greater increase in OGB-1 fluorescence, and thus 
[Ca2+]i, in type-Is terminals than type-Ib (Is: 412.3±59.9; Ib, 292.1±34.2 nM; N=12 pairs, SEM, P<0.05; 
Figure 3B and 3C). See Experimental Procedures for calibration of the ratio against [Ca2+]i. The 
time course of decay (τ) of [Ca2+]i was similar between terminal types (Is: 75.9±4.7; Ib: 75.3±6.5 ms; 
SEM; Figure S3A and S3B), and the time integral of the [Ca2+]i transient (∆[Ca2+]AP·τ), was greater in 
type-Is terminals (Is: 28.9±3.2; Ib: 20.2±1.7 nM·s; SEM, P<0.05; Figure S3C). The endogenous Ca2+ 
binding ratio (KS) was calculated as described in the Experimental Procedures (KS: Is: 82, Ib: 49; 
Figure S3D and S3F). Using equation 5 we calculated the change in total [Ca2+]i (∆[Ca2+]total) to be 
significantly greater in type-Is terminals (Is: 40.1±5.5; Ib: 20.6±2.2 µM; SEM, P<0.05; Figure 3D). 
 
Type-Is terminals admit the least Ca2+ 
The number of calcium ions that enter the entire terminal during an AP (Ca2+ total) was calculated 
using equation 4. This analysis revealed that total Ca2+ entry is least for type-Is terminals [Is: 
(2.18±0.57) x 106; Ib: (3.86±0.49) x 106 ions; SEM; Figure 3E] consistent with their 3.5 fold smaller 
volume, despite a 2-fold greater ∆[Ca2+]total. Significantly, Ca2+ entry per-unit-volume was much higher 
in type-Is terminals (Is: 2.42 x 104; Ib: 1.24 x 104 ions / µm3; SEM), consistent with their larger [Ca2+]i 
transients (Figure 3B and 3C), despite their higher estimated KS. We also estimated Ca2+ entry per 
AZ, as this is most likely to vary in proportion with microdomain Ca2+ concentration which is most 
relevant to the Ca2+ sensor at the AZ. Ca2+ entry per AZ is greater for type Is terminals [Is: 
(9.77±3.87) x 103; Ib: (5.17±1.02) x 103 ions; SEM; Table S1] and this provides a simple explanation 
for the higher PAZ of type-Is terminals. 
The number of ATP molecules required to extrude the Ca2+ that enters during an AP (E"#$% ) 
can be calculated using equation 6:  
 E"#$% = Ca2+total x 1 ATP / 1 Ca2+       (6) 
 
where 1 ATP molecule is required to extrude 1 calcium ion regardless of its route of exit [29]. Type-Is 
terminals were found to spend far less ATP on Ca2+ extrusion per AP [Is: (2.18±0.57) x 106; Ib: 
(3.86±0.49) x 106 molecules; SEM] (Figure 4A and 4B; Table S1). 
 
Sodium Handling 
Type-Is terminals require the least Na+ current to depolarize  
An indirect estimate of the minimum Na+ entering the presynaptic terminal during an AP can be 
calculated using equation 7: 
 
q = V x C          (7) 
 
where a charge (q; Coulombs) is needed to change the voltage (V; volts) across the capacitance (C; 
uF) of presynaptic membrane by the amplitude of the AP [29, 31, 32]. The AP amplitude was taken as 
a nominal 100 mV, specific membrane capacitance as 1 µF/cm2, and the area was estimated from 
confocal microscopic examination (Is: 234±110; Ib: 568±70 µm2; SD; Figure 1C). The resulting 
estimate of Na+ charge entry (Na+total) had to be multiplied by an "overlap factor” representing the 
degree to which K+ entry works against Na+ entry during the rising phase of the AP [29, 31-33]. Patch 
recordings have not been made from Drosophila glutamatergic MN terminals, but an estimate of 3.05 
comes from Kenyon cell axons of the honeybee, Apis mellifera [34]. The resulting estimates of Na+ 
entry showed that considerably more Na+ was expected to enter the larger type-Ib terminals [Is: 
(0.45±0.09) x 107; Ib: (1.08±0.06) x 107 Na+ ions; SEM; Table S1].   
The number of ATP molecules required to extrude Na+ (E&#% ) can be calculated using 
equation 8:  
 E&#% = Na+total / 3 ATP         (8) 
 
where 1 ATP molecule can extrude 3 sodium ions [29]. Type-Is terminals were found to spend far 
less ATP on Na+ extrusion per AP [Is: (1.48±0.28) x 106; Ib: (3.60±0.18) x 106 ATP molecules; SEM; 
Figure 4A and 4B; Table S1]. 
 
Type-Is terminals, with the highest PAZ, release neurotransmitter with the highest efficiency 
The total number of ATP molecules (E'('#)) required to release and recycle glutamate and to remove 
Ca2+ and Na+ after a single AP can be calculated using equation 9: 
 E'('#) = E*)+ + E"#$% + E&#%         (9) 
 
where EGlu, ECa2+ and ENa+ were determined above. Although type-Is terminals release more 
glutamate per AP [Glu: Is: (7.00±0.46) x 105; Ib: (5.16±0.29) x 105 glutamate molecules; SEM] 
(Figure 4A and 4B; Table S1), they expend less ATP in doing so [Etotal: Is: (5.56±0.65) x 106; Ib: 
(8.88±0.52) x 106 ATP molecules; SEM] (Figure 4A and 4B; Table S1), primarily because they need 
to spend less ATP extruding Ca2+ and Na+. Energy efficiency (E.E.) can be calculated using equation 
10: 
 
E.E. = Glu / Etotal          (10) 
 
where, Glu and Etotal have already been determined. Expressed in terms of the number of glutamate 
molecules released for each ATP molecule hydrolyzed, type-Is terminals are twice as efficient as 
type-Ib (Is: 0.126±0.017; Ib: 0.058±0.005; SEM; Figure 4C; Table S1). The hydrolysis of ATP to ADP 
under conditions that might be found within the cells of an invertebrate yields ~56.1 kJoules / mol [35] 
and so the efficiency values above might be re-expressed in terms of Joules consumed per glutamate 
molecule released (Is: 0.74 x 10-18; Ib: 1.61 x 10-18) or mole of glutamate released (Is: 4.45 x 105; Ib: 
9.67 x 105). 
A test of the “relative” energy efficiency of nerve terminals, one which does not rely on the 
accuracy of estimates for the amount of ATP, but rather on parameters measured directly in this 
study, is the number of SVs released relative to the amount of Ca2+ pumped [Is: (3.35±0.90) x 10-5; Ib: 
(2.09±0.29) x 10-5; SEM; Table S1], or the number of glutamate molecules released per number of 
Ca2+ ions that enter (Is: 0.321±0.087; Ib: 0.134±0.018; SEM; Table S1). In both cases, far less Ca2+ is 
required for type-Is terminals, reaffirming our conclusion that type-Is terminals with a high PAZ embody 
a more energy efficient design for releasing glutamate. 
 
SIMULATION OF PRESYNAPTIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
Although our data support the hypothesis that high PAZ confers greater energy efficiency, it relies on 
measurements from the terminals of just two MNs and is therefore not a powerful test. To further 
explore the influences on presynaptic energy efficiency we built an analytical model based on the 
data collected from the two MN terminals (Appendix I). This model allowed us to examine the 
influence of systematically altering various aspects of presynaptic morphology, physiology and 
biochemistry on presynaptic energy efficiency during a single AP. 
PAZ itself can be expressed as a function of 3 parameters (Appendix I): Ca2+ entry per AZ; 
Ca2+ sensitivity of the trigger for exocytosis (S); and cooperativity between Ca2+ binding sites on the 
trigger (nH; [15, 36]). Simulation of changes in the magnitude of each parameter, while holding the 
other parameters constant, demonstrates that PAZ is highly responsive to changes in Ca2+ entry per 
AZ and even more responsive to nH (Figure 5A). Simulating the influence of S, nH, NAZ, Ca2+ entry per 
AZ and SV size on glutamate release we see that Ca2+ entry per AZ and nH are again highly 
influential (S, nH & Ca2+/AZ: Figure 5B; NAZ, SV size: Figure S4A). Total Ca2+ influx was sensitive to 
changes in Ca2+ entry per AZ and NAZ but not nH, S or SV size (Figure S4B). Total Na+ entry was 
sensitive to a different set of parameters, such as surface area and a number of parameters for which 
no direct data are available for Drosophila terminals; AP overlap factor, unit capacitance and AP 
voltage change (Figure S4C). 
We simulated the influence of each parameter on energy efficiency in Figure 5C and S4D. 
Glutamate release was unconstrained (as in Figure 5B) and each parameter systematically changed 
relative to measured values. Terminal size influences efficiency not through volume, but rather, 
through surface area, because it influences capacitance and the amount of Na+ current required for 
depolarization. An increase in NAZ leads to a greater increase in efficiency only because more 
glutamate will be released while Na+ entry remains fixed (as terminal surface area is fixed). Also in 
Figure 5C, we see that parameters of nH and Ca2+ entry per AZ, as well as S, are again highly 
influential. 
It is unclear how variable the parameters underlying PAZ may be in the program of any MN, but 
certainly Drosophila MN terminals have the capacity to change Ca2+ entry within minutes in response 
to an unconditioned AP [37]. Simulation of the effect of increasing Ca2+ entry per AZ to increase PAZ 
shows that both terminals can improve their efficiency in the short term by as much as 25% for type-Is 
terminals and 150% for type-Ib (Figure 5D). The corresponding PAZ for energy efficiency 
maximization is high in both terminals (Is: 0.76; Ib: 0.73). Energy efficiency will be maximized 
immediately before the point at which the incremental cost of releasing one more glutamate molecule 
exceeds the average cost of glutamate already released, a point high on the sigmoid curve that 
represents the dependence of glutamate release on Ca2+ entry per AZ (Figure 5D, inset, 
arrowheads). 
 
QUANTIFICATION OF PRESYNAPTIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY DURING MOTOR PATTERNS 
While a single MN AP is sufficient to elicit twitch in the muscle fiber, MNs cause muscle contractions 
relevant to locomotion through bursts of APs called motor patterns [38]. Nerve terminals containing 
high PAZ release sites commonly show a depressing release profile during trains of APs, while those 
with low PAZ release sites show a facilitating profile [3]. It seems possible then that if the high PAZ 
terminals depress sufficiently then differences in efficiency between terminals may disappear. Energy 
efficiency during bursts of activity (E.E.bursts) can be calculated using equation 11: 
 
E.E.bursts = Glubursts / Etotal-bursts         (11) 
 
where, Glubursts is quantified as Glu for an AP in the middle of a 2 s train of stimuli delivered at the 
endogenous firing rate (EFR), and Etotal-bursts is the total number of ATP molecules required to 
“support” neurotransmitter release and recycling, and Ca2+ and Na+ regulation. 
 
High-efficiency type-Is terminals fire at the lowest rate 
To determine the endogenous firing rate (EFR) of each MN during motor patterns we recorded 
synaptic activity from adjacent muscle fibers (Figure 6A) while the central pattern generator (CPG) 
drove activity (Figure 6B), an experimental condition referred to as fictive locomotion. Using a 
previously described method [39] we were able to determine the EFR for each of the two MNs (see 
also Figures S5A and S5B). The EFR was significantly lower for MNSNb/d-Is than for MN6/7-Ib (Is: 
7.8±0.7Hz; Ib: 20.7±0.8Hz; SEM, P<0.001; 2mM [Ca2+]o) (Figure S5C). 
 
High-efficiency terminals show the greatest frequency depression 
When firing was driven at 10Hz (Figure 6C-6D), close to the MNSNb/d-Is EFR of 7.8Hz, type-Is 
terminals show greater frequency depression of EJCs than type-Ib (Is: 37.9±1.5% mid-train, N=27; Ib: 
8.0±2.2% mid-train, N=8; SEM, P<0.001; Figure S5E). When driven at 22Hz, close to the MN6/7-Ib 
EFR of 20.7Hz, frequency depression was not significantly greater in type-Ib terminals (Figure 6D 
and Figures S5D and S5E; 10.5±6.0% mid-train; N=6, SEM), demonstrating their robust capacity to 
sustain neurotransmitter release. After one second of activity (mid-train) at their respective EFRs, 
EJC amplitudes were similar between terminal types (Is: 48.5±10.8, N=20; Ib, 47.4±6.0 nA, N=6; SD; 
Figures 6D and S5F), yielding the following QC estimates (Is: 42.3±9.4; Ib, 62.1±7.9; SD, P<0.05), 
after adjusting for differences in mEJC amplitudes. Similar amounts of glutamate were released by 
the two terminals during a mid-train AP (Glubursts) (Figure 6E; Table S2) but type-Ib released much 
more glutamate per unit time (s) [calculated as the product of Glubursts and the EFR (Figure 6F; Table 
S2)]. The ATP required to support presynaptic activity (Etotal-bursts) per unit time (Etotal-bursts / s) may be 
represented as the sum of EGlu-bursts / s, ECa2+-bursts / s and ENa+-bursts / s, as shown in Figure 6G.  
 
High efficiency terminals show the greatest deterioration in efficiency during bursts 
With estimates of Glubursts and Etotal-bursts, equation 11 was used to calculate energy efficiency during 
bursts (E.E.bursts). Efficiency diminished, from single AP levels of 0.126±0.017 and 0.058±0.005 for 
terminal types-Is and -Ib respectively, to 0.085±0.020 and 0.046±0.009, respectively. The most 
significant decrease occurred in type-Is terminals (Is: 32.5% decline; Ib: 20.7% decline), resulting 
from their greater frequency depression. Unlike glutamate release from one AP to the next, we have 
assumed that there is no change in Ca2+ or Na+ entry from one AP to the next. Despite greater 
frequency depression in type-Is terminals, the difference in efficiency between terminals does not 
readily diminish during bursts of activity.  
 
High-efficiency terminals fire only for short durations during fictive locomotion 
To estimate each terminal’s neurotransmitter output rate in a freely moving larva, MN duty cycle 
estimates are required. Peristaltic body wall contractions occur at a frequency of ~1 Hz in freely 
moving larvae [40], but the duty cycle of MN6/7-Ib and MNSNb/d-Is during locomotion is not known. 
Electrophysiological recordings during fictive locomotion reveal that MN6/7-Ib is active 5/6 of the 
contraction cycle [40], but no estimates are available for MNSNb/d-Is. To estimate the relative duty 
cycle of the terminals we adopted an optical approach monitoring changes in cytosolic GCaMP5 
florescence as a proxy for electrical activity (Figure 7A and 7B). Muscle contractions were blocked by 
adding 7mM glutamate to the saline [41]. Type-Ib terminals were active for a greater proportion of the 
time than type-Is terminals (Is: 0.074±0.024; Ib: 0.289±0.098; N=6, SD, P<0.001; Figure 7B). 
 
High efficiency terminals likely have a low output in freely moving larvae 
Glutamate release per unit time (Glu / sloco.) and total ATP consumption per unit time (Etotal / sloco.) can 
be estimated in freely moving larvae using Equations 12 and 13:  
  
Glu / s loco. = Glubursts x EFR x D.C.        (12) 
  
Etotal / s loco. = Etotal-bursts x EFR x D.C.        (13) 
 
where D.C. represents Duty Cycle (Is: 5/6 s x 0.074/0.289 = 0.213 s; Ib: 5/6 x 1 = 0.833 s, Table S2). 
Type-Ib terminals release over 10 fold more neurotransmitter per unit time (Glu / s loco.; Is: (6.8±1.1) x 
105; Ib: (68.5±10.4) x 105 glutamate molecules / s; SEM; Figure 7C) but require almost 18 fold more 
ATP to do so (Etotal / s loco.; Is: (7.9±1.3) x 106; Ib: (147.4±16.1) x 106 ATP/s; SEM; Figure 7D). This 
difference during endogenous activity is stark and to be able to sustain release at such high levels 
type-Ib terminals appear to pay a premium in having a low efficiency (Figures 6G and 7E). 
Given the large difference in the rate of output for each terminal, the question arises as to the 
ATP demand per unit volume to sustain these relative rates. Despite being much larger, ATP is 
required at a rate 5 times faster per unit volume in type-Ib terminals [Is: (8.8±2.4) x 104; Ib: (47.5±6.1) 
x 104 ATP molecules/µm3/s; SEM]. The implication is that terminal volume is itself not rate limiting for 
neurotransmitter release from type-Is terminals. 
In this study we only quantified the output of each MN on a single muscle fiber, but MN6/7-Ib 
innervates another muscle fiber and MNSNb/d-Is innervates seven other muscle fibers [18]. As 
neurotransmitter output on the other fibers is similar (data not shown), and terminals from the same 
axon all fire with the same frequency and duty cycle, we can estimate the summed glutamate for 
each MN. The glutamate output from all eight MNSNb/d-Is terminals is still less than the output from 
the two MN6/7-Ib terminals (60% less; Figure 7C arrows), and total ATP consumption would be 
considerably less (Figure 7D arrows). 
 
Discussion 
We report the relationship between PAZ and energy efficiency in terminals of two glutamatergic MNs 
innervating the same target muscle fiber. PAZ was three times higher in one of the terminals and this 
terminal was also twice as efficient, indicating that a high probability release site is more energy 
efficient. Given that the brain’s energy demands are high [29], selection away from low PAZ synapses 
because of their low efficiency might be expected to favor the adoption of a uniform high PAZ design. 
However, we found that PAZ values in situ fell short of the high PAZ values predicted for optimal energy 
efficiency. Terminals with the lowest PAZ and lowest energy efficiency depressed the least at 
endogenous release rates and performed most of the work during fictive locomotion. Our 
interpretation of these data is that selection away from energy inefficiency has favored high PAZ but 
that increased PAZ is held in check by selection away from an inability to sustain release. 
 
Energy efficiency optimization as a selective pressure for high PAZ  
Selection away from energy inefficiency is thought to have influenced the size and other properties of 
synapses [42, 43], and in turn limited neural computational power [5, 44]. Here we suggest that 
selection away from energy inefficiency has selected for high PAZ synapses, and we have 
demonstrated a positive correlation between PAZ and energy efficiency under physiological 
conditions. High PAZ can result from high Ca2+ entry/AZ, sensitivity (S) or cooperativity (nH) of release 
[15, 36]. At first glance, these parameters seem to have qualitatively different influences on energy 
efficiency. High S or nH lead to higher PAZ, and, in turn, higher PAZ leads to higher energy efficiency.  
More Ca2+ entry/AZ also results in higher PAZ, but simulation of how changes in Ca2+ entry/AZ affect 
energy efficiency produced a curve with a distinct optimum. Further analysis revealed that energy 
efficiency would be optimized if PAZ were elevated to 0.76 by an increase in Ca2+ entry/AZ. Taken 
together these simulation results show that a nerve terminal needs a relatively high PAZ for optimal 
energy efficiency, but that efficiency diminishes at the highest PAZ values because the purchase of 
more Ca2+ yields no more neurotransmitter release in return. 
 
Trade-offs between presynaptic energy efficiency and function determine PAZ 
Trade-offs between energy efficiency and function have been observed previously [42, 45-47]. For 
relay synapses such as the NMJ, the trade-off appears to be between presynaptic energy efficiency 
and the capacity to sustain neurotransmitter release. Some mammalian central synapses show a 
capacity for sustained release and are exclusively low PAZ synapses [48-51]. Here, we find that low 
PAZ terminals depressed less than high PAZ terminals, consistent with previous studies showing that 
low PAZ synapses are likely to facilitate, whereas high PAZ synapses are likely to depress [3]. Type-Ib 
terminals with an endogenous firing rate of about 20 Hz offset the risk of depletion with a low PAZ, but 
this measure is attended by low efficiency. The selection potential for low PAZ becomes apparent 
when, in combination with large NAZ, it confers a capacity to sustain high levels of release, which may 
translate to sustaining organismal locomotion without fatigue. 
 
Presynaptic energy consumption in the context of postsynaptic energy consumption 
While there is a clear rationale for selection against presynaptic design unable to sustain release at a 
NMJ, the rationale for selection against presynaptic energy inefficiency at a NMJ assumes that the 
presynaptic terminal consumes (or once consumed) a non-negligible proportion of the NMJ energy 
budget. Postsynaptic energy consumption can be estimated from EJC measurements that allow 
calculation of the amount of charge crossing the postsynaptic plasmamembrane in response to 
neurotransmitter released during a single presynaptic AP and the amount of ATP then needed to 
remove those ions (see Supplemental Information). Several assumptions that are difficult to defend 
have to be made to assess postsynaptic energy consumption (Is: 8.16 × 108, and, Ib: 5.18 × 108 ATP 
molecules). Yet, even if correct only in order of magnitude, we would conclude that the presynaptic 
terminal consumes ~1% of the NMJ energy budget. This proportion contrasts starkly with estimates at 
mammalian central synapses, at which presynaptic energy demands are ~30% of the total synaptic 
signaling cost [16, 17]. If presynaptic terminals only consume 1% of the NMJ energy budget we 
suggest that the ability to locomote without fatigue ultimately conferred a greater selection advantage 
than the energy saved by an efficient terminal, and that as a result low PAZ release sites persisted at 
the expense of high PAZ sites.  
 
Figure Legends 
 
Figure 1.  Small motor neuron terminals (type-Is) have fewer active zones than large terminals 
(type-Ib). A, A confocal micrograph of fluorescence from terminals of two different motor neurons 
(MNSNb/d-Is and MN6/7-Ib) innervating muscle fibers #6 and #7. Both MNs express GFP, but the 
terminal of MNSNb/d-Is is filled with a greater concentration of AF647-dextran (magenta). B-D, Total 
terminal surface area and volume quantified on fiber #6 quantified from confocal microscopy. B, Fixed 
preparations immunolabelled to reveal the neuronal plasmamembrane [PM, (Horseradish Peroxidase, 
HRP)], the postsynaptic sub-synaptic reticulum [SSR, (Discs Large, DLG)] and active zones [AZs, 
(Bruchpilot, nc82)]. A series of images collected while advancing through the entire depth of the 
terminals, then collapsed into a maximal intensity z-projection stack viewed as an inverted grayscale. 
C and D, Plots of the total terminal surface area and volume for 6 different pairs of terminals. 
Averages shown as open circles (*, P<0.001, paired Student’s t-test). SD shown in C and D. E, 
Transmission electron micrograph of a 100nm thick section through a type-Ib bouton on fiber #6 
collected at 11,500X. AZs are evident with (arrow) and without (arrowhead) accompanying T-bars. F, 
The number of AZs per unit volume was plotted for each of three pairs of terminals on fiber #6 (3 
separate larvae). SD shown. G, Estimates of the average number of AZs (with or without T-bars) for 
the different terminal types. Estimates were made by combining data in D (N=6) and F (N=3). SEM 
shown in G. Error bars in G calculated according to propagation of uncertainty theory. 
Figure 2.  Type-Is terminals release more neurotransmitter than type-Ib during a single action 
potential. A, Cross-section of muscle fibers and their innervating MNs. MNs are color-coded. 
MNSNb/d-II and MN12-III and other terminals of MNSNb/d-Is (*) are omitted for clarity. The current-
clamp recording configuration is shown with micropipette (electrode) tips in adjacent muscle fibers 
(A). Two-electrode voltage clamp (TEVC) was achieved after withdrawing a micropipette from muscle 
13 and placing it in muscle 6 (grey outline) (data in B-E). B, Excitatory Junction Currents (EJCs) 
recorded in muscle 6 in two separate preparations, and miniature EJCs (mEJCs) from one of those 
preparations. C, Average EJC amplitudes (Is: N=17; Ib: N=15; Student’s t-tests, *P<0.01). Miniature 
EJCs (mEJCs) recorded from the two terminals at the same time as the EJCs had similar amplitudes 
(Is: 0.919±0.040 nA, N=17; Ib: 0.916±0.046 nA, N=15, SEM, P=0.96). D, Quantal content shown after 
correcting mEJC amplitudes using scaling factors (see Experimental Procedures for explanation). 
E, Estimates of average release site probability (PAZ), calculated by dividing corrected quantal content 
(QC, Is: N=17; Ib: N=15) (D and Table S1) by total AZ number (NAZ, N=6, Figure 1G) for each 
terminal type. Error bars show SEM in C, D and E. Error bars calculated according to propagation of 
uncertainty theory in E. All recordings performed in TEVC in 2mM [Ca2+]o 15mM [Mg2+]o HL6. 
Figure 3.  Type-Is terminals display larger [Ca2+]i transients during single action potentials, but 
less total Ca2+ enters these terminals. A, Inverted grayscale images of type-Ib and -Is bouton 
terminals filled with AF647-dextran (top; average of 20 frames collected at 20 fps) and of Oregon-
Green BAPTA-1 (OGB-1) dextran (middle & bottom; average of 10 frames at 100 fps). The middle 
and bottom images show an average of OGB-1 fluorescence in the 100 ms period prior, and 
subsequent to, each of 10 stimuli delivered at 1 Hz, respectively. B, Average [Ca2+]i for a single AP, 
calculated from 10 synchronized stimuli, estimated from the ratio of OGB-1 to AF647 fluorescence 
calibrated relative to [Ca2+]i (see Experimental Procedures). C, Plots of the average maximal 
change in [Ca2+]i (∆[Ca2+]AP) for 12 different pairs of terminals filled with OGB-1 and AF647 on muscle 
6. Averages shown as open symbols (*, P<0.01). D, Plots of the change in total [Ca2+]i (free plus 
bound), calculated using equation 5 : ∆[Ca2+]total = ∆[Ca2+]AP x (1 + KS + K’B), (*, P<0.05). E, A plot of 
the average number of Ca2+ ions that enter each terminal in response to a single AP (calculated using 
equation 4). Paired Student's t-tests were conducted in C and D, and SEM is shown. Error bars 
calculated according to propagation of uncertainty theory in E. 
 
Figure 4.  In response to a single action potential, type-Is terminals spend less ATP to release 
more glutamate. A, Pie chart representations of relative ATP demands for glutamate release and 
recycling [equation 3 (EGlu)], Ca2+ extrusion [equation 6 (ECa2+)], and Na+ extrusion [equation 8 (ENa+)] 
for each terminal type. The area of each sector is proportional to the number of ATP molecules used 
for each activity (Table S1). B, Plot of the average number of glutamate molecules released from 
each terminal type (Glu), adjacent to a stacked bar plot of the number of ATP molecules required for 
each activity (EGlu, ECa2+ and ENa+). C, A plot of the energy efficiency of both terminals calculated 
using equation 11. Error bars in B-C calculated according to propagation of uncertainty theory.  
 
Figure 5.  Output plots from the analytical model (Appendix I) that explores the influences on 
presynaptic energy efficiency during a single action potential (AP). A, Simulation of the 
influence of changes in the magnitude of each parameter that contributes to PAZ [Ca2+ entry per AZ 
(Ca2+/AZ), sensitivity (S) and cooperativity (nH)] on PAZ itself. Type-Is and -Ib terminals are labeled in 
red and green, respectively. B, Simulation of the influence of changes in parameters that contribute to 
PAZ on the amount of glutamate released by each terminal. C, Simulation of the influence of 
parameters that contribute to PAZ on the energy efficiency of each terminal. D, Simulation of the 
influence of PAZ (magnitude adjusted by changing Ca2+ entry per AZ alone) on the energy efficiency of 
each terminal. Inset, Plots duplicated from B, showing that maximum efficiency does not occur until 
high on the sigmoid curves describing the dependence of glutamate release on Ca2+ entry per AZ, 
that part of the curves synonymous with high PAZ. In each plot, curves were normalized to 
physiological levels along the abscissa (a nominal range of 0.2 to 5), by dividing by the physiological 
value of the dependent (ordinate) variable. 
 
Figure 6.  Motor neurons innervating muscle fiber 6 both fire and depress at different rates. A, 
Cross section of muscle fibers, their innervating MNs, and the current clamp recording configuration 
used to record EJPs during fictive locomotion. B, Sample trace of EJPs recorded in muscle fiber #6 in 
0.8mM [Ca2+]o, while a separate electrode recorded simultaneously in muscle 13 (trace not shown) 
enabling identification of the MNs contributing EJPs – in this case all were from MN6/7-Ib. C, Profiles 
of EJCs recorded in TEVC in muscle 6 in separate preparations evoked through impulses delivered to 
the segment nerve in 2 mM [Ca2+]o. EJCs in each trace represent the current that flows across the 
plasmamembrane of muscle 6 when release is evoked exclusively from a MNSNb/d-Is (red) or 
MN6/7-Ib terminal (green). D, EJC profile summary; each symbol represents the average amplitude 
of EJCs for ≥6 preparations. EJC amplitude is measured as vertical displacement from the baseline 
immediately before each event. SD shown. E, Plot of the average number of glutamate molecules 
released in response to an AP, calculated from EJCs depressed to mid-train levels (Glubursts). F, Plot 
of the average number of glutamate molecules released per unit time (s) calculated from mid-train QC 
and the endogenous firing frequency (EFR) of each terminal type. Error bars in E and F calculated 
according to propagation of uncertainty theory. G, Pie chart representations of relative ATP demands 
/ s for glutamate release and recycling, Ca2+ extrusion, and Na+ extrusion for each terminal type when 
firing at their endogenous firing frequencies. * indicates abbreviations of EGlu-bursts / s, ECa2+-bursts / s and 
ENa+-bursts / s, as EGlu*, ECa2+* and ENa+* respectively. Total pie chart areas are proportional to Etotal-bursts / 
s. 
 
Figure 7.  Low-efficiency type-Ib terminals fire longest during fictive locomotion. A, An activity 
plot for both terminal types on muscle fiber #6, collected simultaneously; GCaMP5 fluorescence 
intensity is proportional to the most recent instantaneous firing frequency. GCaMP5 fluorescence 
divided by the fluorescence of co-expressed DsRed, and the ratio for each terminal normalized 
between 0 (rest) and 1 (maximum). DsRed is insensitive to physiological ranges of Ca2+ and pH. B, 
Plots of the proportion of time during which the activity trace exceeded 20% (dotted line) for each 
terminal in a pair (relative duty cycle, N=6). Averages shown as open circles. SD shown (*, P<0.01, 
paired Student’s t-test). C, Plot of the average number of glutamate molecules released per unit time 
(Glu / s loco.) from each terminal type on muscle fiber #6 (see Equation 12). Estimates of the summed 
output from all terminals of the same axon are represented by the arrows. D, Plot of the number of 
ATP molecules required to support the activity calculated in C (including Ca2+ and Na+ handling) (Etotal 
/ s loco., see Equation 13), calculated to mimic presynaptic energy demands during body wall 
peristalsis in a freely moving animal. Estimates of the summed ATP demands of all terminals are 
represented by the arrows. E, Pie chart representations of the relative ATP demands per unit time (s) 
for glutamate release and recycling, Ca2+ and Na+ extrusion for both terminal types. Estimates of the 
summed ATP demands of all terminals of each MN are represented by the areas within the dashed 
circumferences. Error bars in C and D calculated according to propagation of uncertainty theory. 
Experimental Procedures 
Details on all Experimental Procedures can be found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures. 
Supplemental Information 
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, five figures, two tables and 
an appendix. 
Appendix I 
An analytical model that simulates the influence of aspects of presynaptic morphology and 
function on presynaptic energy efficiency. 
 
Part A: The relationship between PAZ and Ca2+ influx per active zone (Ca) 
PAZ is defined as the average likelihood of a single quantum of neurotransmitter being released per 
active zone (AZ) in response to a presynaptic action potential: 													P./ = 1"&23 																																																																																																																																																														(A. 1)  
where    QC = total number of synaptic vesicles (SVs) exocytosed; 
               NAZ = total number of AZs    
Numerous studies have demonstrated that the dependence of neurotransmitter release on Ca2+ influx 
can be described by the Hill equation. The relationship between QC and Ca is described as the 
following equation: 													QC	 = N./1 + S>? × Ca>BC 																																																																																																																																								(A. 2)	 
where S is the sensitivity to release neurotransmitter and nH is the Hill coefficient [15, 36]. 
Combining equations (A.1) and (A.2), yields: 													P./ = 11 + S>? × Ca>BC 																																																																																																																									(A. 3) 
From equation (A.3), it is evident that PAZ is a compound parameter, determined by Ca, S and nH, but 
independent of NAZ. Plotting PAZ against Ca, S or nH (Figure 5A), shows that greater Ca2+ influx, S or nH 
gives rise to higher PAZ. For both terminals, physiological values of nH were fixed at 3. 
 
  
Part B: The relationship between Ca, and the relationship between PAZ, and energy efficiency: 
a model of presynaptic energetics. 
Presynaptic energy efficiency is defined here as: 												E. E. = GluE'('#) 																																																																																																																																																														(A. 4) 												Glu = QC		 × 	ε																																																																																																																																																						(A. 5)	 
where E.E. represents energy efficiency; ε = number of glutamate molecules in a SV, and ε is 
proportional to SV volume. 
Together with equation (A.2), the number of glutamate molecules released is seen as a function of Ca, 
S, NAZ, vesicle size and nH (Figure 5B; Figure S4A).  
 
Initially, total energy demand can be approximated as the sum of the cost of SV release and recycling, 
and the cost on Ca2+ extrusion [17, 29]: 												E'('#) = E*)+ +	E"#$%																																																																																																																																												(A. 6) 
where E*)+	represents the cost of releasing glutamate, which combines the costs of loading SVs with 
glutamate and recycling SVs. E"#$% represents the cost of Ca2+ extrusion. 
 
As Na+ entry also contributes to action potential propagation in the nerve terminal, it is necessary to 
involve the cost of Na+ extrusion in the nerve terminal. Taken together, equation (A.6) is now rewritten 
as: 												E'('#) = E*)+ +	E"#$%		 + 	E&#%																																																																																																																												(A. 7) 
where E&#% is the cost of the Na+ load. 
 
Each term in equation (A.7) is dealt with separately below.  E*)+ is calculated as the product of the number of SVs released (QC) and the cost per SV (ATPSV): 												E*)+ = QC	 ×	ATPOP = QC	 × (β + ε × 	θ)																																																																																																						(A. 8) 
where  β	= number of ATP molecules spent to recycle a SV;    
             ε	= number of glutamate molecules in a SV, proportional to SV size;       
            	θ	 = number of ATP molecules needed to load a glutamate molecule 
β = 410.5 and θ = 2.67 [29]. For the following simulation, these parameters are treated as constants 
while SV size changes along with Ca, NAZ, S and nH. 
 E"#$%	is calculated as the product of the total number of Ca2+ ions that enter the terminal (Catotal, the 
same number that must be extruded) and the cost to extrude each Ca2+ (1 ATP molecule): 
												E"#$% = Ca'('#) 	× ATP"#$% = Ca	 ×	N./ × 	1	ATP																																																																																						(A. 9) 
Therefore, E"#$% is a function of Ca and NAZ. 
 
Similarly, E&#% is calculated as: 												E&#% = Na'('#) 	× 	13 × 	1	ATP																																																																																																																													(A. 10) 
Natotal (Na+ load) can be calculated using the following formula: 												Na'('#) 	= C	 × 	V × 	O																																																																																																																																											(A. 11) 
 
where C represents the capacitance and can be calculated as the product of capacitance per surface 
area (Cm= 1	μF/μm\) and surface area of the terminal; V represents the voltage change of an AP; O 
represents overlap factor. 
 
We measured the surface area of type-Ib and type-Is terminals (Table S1). The overlap factor refers to 
the ratio of the total integrated Na+ current during the action potential to the minimum charge transfer 
necessary for action potential depolarization [32]. The overlap factor for honeybee neurons is 3.05 [34] 
and we assume that Drosophila nerve terminals have the same overlap factor. Taken together, we find 
that, under physiological conditions, E&#% for type-Ib terminals is 3.60 x 106 ATP molecules whileE&#% 
for type-Is nerve terminals is 1.48 x 106 molecules.  
Simulating the effect of changing variables in equation (A.11), it is clear that [like total Ca2+ influx 
(Figure S4B)] the Na+ load changes linearly with alterations in these parameters (Figure S4C). For 
subsequent analysis it is assumed that E&#% is independent of other parameters such as Ca, S, NAZ, 
vesicle size and nH. In other words, partial derivatives of variables such as Ca, E&#% will be constant. 
 
Combining equations (A.5), (A.7), (A.8), (A.9) and (A.10) yields: 												E. E. = 	 QC		 × 	ε	QC		 × 	(β + ε × 	θ) + Ca	 ×	N./ × 	ATP"#$% + E&#% 																																																																				(A. 12) 
 
Based on equation (A.12), we can conclude that energy efficiency is a function of Ca as well as other 
parameters such as S, NAZ, vesicle size and nH (Figure 5C; Figure S4D). Parameters such as surface 
area and capacitance per surface area also affect energy efficiency through increase of E&#% [equation 
(A.11)], but unlike parameters discussed above, such parameters should be as small as possible to 
reduce the total energy demand. In other words, when E&#% is negligible, it is beneficial for increasing 
energy efficiency of a nerve terminal. 
 
Furthermore, based on equations (A.1) and (A.3), equation (A.12) can be rewritten as: 												E. E. = 		P./ × ε			P./ ×	 (β + ε × 	θ) + (( ?]23 −1) × S)BC × 	ATP"#$% + _`a%&23 																																																				(A. 13) 
From the simulation data (Figure 5D), maximal energy efficiency is achieved when PAZ is 0.76 in type-
Is nerve terminals (physiological PAZ in Is nerve terminals is 0.33); PAZ is 0.73 in type-Ib nerve terminals 
(physiological PAZ in Ib nerve terminals is 0.11). Therefore, the simulation indicates that a relatively high 
PAZ confers high energy efficiency. 
 
Part C, Proof: Optimization of energy efficiency drives towards high PAZ 
Ca is a unique variable since it is subject to changes within milliseconds [52]. In addition, the bell 
shaped plot of energy efficiency versus Ca is unique relative to the simulated dependency on other 
parameters in Figure 5C. For these reasons we elaborated our model to determine whether a relatively 
high PAZ is required for maximization of energy efficiency where Ca is the only independent variable. 
 
Taking the derivative of equation (A.12) where Ca is the only independent variable (partial derivative): 
										d(E. E. )d(Ca)= −cN./ × 	ATP"#$% × 1QC − N./ × 	ATP"#$% × CaQC\ d(QC)d(Ca) − E&#% × 1QC\ d(QC)d(Ca)d						× 	 ε(β + ε × 	θ + Ca	 ×	N./ × 	ATP"#$% ÷ QC + E&#% ÷ QC)\ 																																																						(A. 14) 
 
When f(_._)f("#) = 0, energy efficiency could be maximal, which is : 
																																							d(QC)d(Ca) = QCCa + _`a%&23×	.g]ha$% 																																																																	(A. 15) 
A general solution for equation (A.15) is:  
																																														QC = φ × Ca + ω																																																																												(A. 16) 
with φ	and ω as non-zero constants. 
 
The range of Ca for optimal energy efficiency can be further refined as follows. 
From equation (A.2), if k = 1 + l>? × mn>op then: 
													d(QC)d(Ca) = N./ × c−ZrZ\ d = −N./Z\ × S>? × (−nt) ×	Ca>BC>? 			= N./ × S>? × ntZ\ × Ca>BC>?																																																																																																												(A. 17) 
 
Combining equation (A.17) with equations (A.2) and (A.14), we get: 
										S>? × (nt − 1) × Ca + E&#% × S>? × nt ÷ (N./ × 1	ATP) = CaBCu?																											(A. 18) 
After rearranging equation (A.18); 
CaBCu? − S>? × (nt − 1) × Ca = E&#% × S>? × nt ÷ (N./ × 1	ATP) 
As the term on the right must be a positive value;  
CaBCu? − S>? × (nt − 1) × Ca > 0 
After rearranging: 
																																																																				Ca > (nt − 1S )w xyCz																																																																														(A. 19)	
                       
This indicates that Ca needs to exceed a certain value for optimal energy efficiency. According to 
equation (A.3), high Ca gives rise to high PAZ. Similarly, optimization of energy efficiency requires high 
S and nH (Figure 5C); and high S or nH yields high PAZ (Figure 5A). To conclude, a high PAZ value 
exceeding a certain value is required for maximization of energy efficiency. The actual value is 
determined as follows:  
In a special case, if {|}% is negligible compared with	E*)+ and E"#$%, then equation (18) can be 
rewritten as follows: 
																																																					S>? × (nt − 1) × Ca = CaBCu?																																																																							(A. 20) 
After rearranging:  
																																																							Ca = (nt − 1S )w xyCz																																																																																					(A. 21)	 
 
Therefore, there is a single solution for Ca where energy efficiency is maximized, and from our data we 
determined the values to be: Is, 18,100 ions; Ib: 14,650 ions.  
 
Combining equation (A.21) and equation (A.3), PAZ can be calculated under conditions where E&#% is 
negligible, and energy efficiency is optimal:  
						P./ = 11 + S>? × Ca>BC = 11 + S>? × ((BC>?O )w xyCz		)>BC = 11 + S>? × (BC>?O )>? = nt − 1nt 								(A. 22) 
 
As nH = 3 in both type-Is and type-Ib nerve terminals, from equation (A.22), PAZ=0.67. If E&#% is not 
negligible, efficiency maximization can only be reached when PAZ>0.67, consistent with the plots in 
figure 5D.  
Therefore, our analysis suggests that optimization of energy efficiency drives towards high PAZ, a 
conclusion that should be generalizable to all presynaptic terminals where neurotransmitter release has 
a steep dependence on Ca2+ entry. 
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Figure S1.  Two terminals types can be definitively identified on muscle #6 by both light and electron microscopic 
techniques (related to figure 1).  Morphological quantification of type-Ib and type-Is terminals; synaptic vesicle outer 
diameters and T-bar active zones per unit volume (related to Figure 1). A, Immuno-fluorescence at neuromuscular junctions 
(NMJs) of two different motor neurons (MNSNb/d-Is and MN6/7-Ib) on muscle fibers #6 and #7. Antibody labelings reveal 
the neuronal plasmamembrane [PM, (Horseradish Peroxidase, HRP)], the postsynaptic sub-synaptic reticulum [SSR, (Discs 
Large, DLG)] and active zones [AZs, (Bruchpilot, nc82)]. A series of images was collected while advancing in steps through 
the entire depth of the terminals, then collapsed into a maximal intensity z-projection. Type-Ib boutons are distinguished by 
their larger size and dense DLG footprint. B, Labeling detail shown for the boxed regions in A (type-Ib boutons only). C, 
Cumulative distribution plots constructed from SV outer-diameter measurements for the purpose of unambiguous 
identification of terminal types (Ib vs Is) in electron micrographs. D, The number of AZs with T-bars per unit volume plotted 
for each of three pairs of terminals on muscle fiber #6 (3 separate larvae). The sample size was very small for one type-Is 
terminals (0.86 µm3; whereas average volume was 5.2 µm3 for the other two type-Is terminals, and 48.1 µm3 for the three 
type-Ib terminals) and so data for the small type-Is sample (zero T-bars/vol.) are excluded from the average. SD is shown in 
D. 
 
  
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S2.  Type-Is terminals release more neurotransmitter than type-Ib terminals during a single action potential 
(related to figure 2).  A, Cross-section of muscle fibers and their innervating MNs. The inset to the right shows detail of the 
boxed region on the left, emphasizing the larger sub-synaptic reticulum of the muscle beneath type-Ib boutons. MNs are 
color-coded. MNSNb/d-Is (red) and MN6/7-Ib (green) innervate muscle #6 with type-Is and -Ib boutons respectively. All 
data in this figure (B-E) were collected in current clamp mode and the recording micropipette (electrode) configuration is 
illustrated in A. B, Sample Excitatory Junction Potentials (EJPs) and miniature EJPs (mEJPs) recorded in muscle 6 of 
different preparations in which release could be evoked from either MN6/7-Ib alone or MNSNb/d-Is alone (see Experimental 
Procedures for the protocol). C, The Ca2+ dependence of release from type-Ib and -Is terminals; Quantal content (QC), was 
plotted according to convention (after correcting EJPs for nonlinear summation, but prior to correcting QC for different mEJP 
sizes) against [Ca2+]o (N≥7 for each terminal type in each [Ca2+]o). Box-plots (25%-75%) show the mean (color), median 
(black) and whiskers (90%). “1/2 max ” refers to half the QC values recorded at 2mM [Ca2+]o in two-electrode voltage clamp 
(TEVC) (also prior to correction for different mEJC sizes; Table S1). D, Mean values from the plots in C were plotted on 
log10 axes and a straight line fit to the data using a least-squares algorithm. The power relationship between [Ca2+]o and SV 
release was low for both terminal types (Is: 2.54; Ib: 2.07) but release from type-Is was significantly more sensitive to [Ca2+]o 
[two-way ANOVA (P<0.05 overall), Tukey post hoc *P<0.01]. After correcting QC estimates for differences in mEJP size 
between terminals differences remained [black (Is) and white (Ib) symbols]. E, QC determined in another commonly used 
saline (Hemolymph-Like solution #3 (HL3), containing 20 mM [Mg2+]o [S1]) with physiological [Ca2+]o levels (1.5 mM). 
EJPs were recorded in current clamp mode and were larger at type-Is terminals (Is: 56.1±3.0 mV, N=9; Ib: 45.7±2.9 mV, 
N=21, Student’s t-tests, *P=0.06), as were QC estimates (Is: 52.0±3.8, N=9; Ib: 42.0±2.3, N=21, *P<0.05). However, after 
adjustments for the larger mEJPs that originate from type-Is terminals, QC estimates were inverted relative to the EJP 
amplitudes (corrected QC: Is: 41.6±3.0; Ib: 50.4±2.7, *P<0.05). Error bars in D and E show SEM.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S3.  Type-Is terminals admit the least Ca2+ during an action potential, and the Ca2+ binding ratio (ΚS) is higher in 
type-Is terminals than in type-Ib (related to figure 3).  The two terminal types have a similar time course of [Ca2+]i decay 
after an AP, but our best estimate of the Ca2+ binding ratio (ΚS) indicates that ΚS is higher in type-Is terminals (related to 
Figure 3). A, Single exponential curve fits (black lines) to the decay of [Ca2+]i transients after single action potentials (APs). 
The same data as shown in Figure 3B. Each is the average of 10 events collected at 1Hz. The exponential was fit from 15 to 
800ms after the nerve stimulus. The baseline was not defined for the curve-fit but in each case the fit approached to 10nM of 
the baseline within the fitted period. B, Plots of the average decay of [Ca2+]i transients for 12 pairs of terminals. C, Plots of 
the integrals of the [Ca2+]i transients, calculated as the product of τ and ∆[Ca2+]AP for each terminal (*, P<0.05). Averages 
shown as open symbols in B and C. All error bars show SEM. D, A plot of τ versus the incremental Ca2+-binding ratio for 
OGB-1 (K'B) for each of the two terminal types. Extrapolations of least-squares regressions to the abscissa give estimates of 
the endogenous Ca2+-binding ratio (ΚS) for each terminal. E, A plot of 1/∆[Ca2+]AP versus K'B for each of the two terminal 
types. The dashed lines in D and E represent 95% confidence interval envelopes for straight line fits to the data from each 
terminal. F, A summary of the estimates of ΚS generated from the two approaches from the same 12 pairs of terminals. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S4.  Output plots from the analytical model (Appendix I) that explores the influences on presynaptic energy 
efficiency during a single action potential (related to Figure 5). A, Simulation of the influence of changes in the magnitude 
of AZ number (NAZ) and SV size on the amount of glutamate released by each terminal. Type-Is and -Ib terminals are labeled 
in red and green respectively. B, Simulation of the influence of changes in NAZ and SV size on the amount of Ca2+ that enters 
each terminal. C, Simulation of the influence of action potential (AP) K+ overlap with Na+ (overlap), terminal surface area 
(surface), specific membrane capacitance (cap.) and AP voltage change (volt.) on the amount of Na+ that enters each 
terminal. D, Simulation of the influence of the parameters introduced in A-C, on the energy efficiency of each terminal. In 
each plot, curves were normalized to physiological levels along the abscissa (a nominal range of 0.2 to 5), by dividing by the 
physiological value of the dependent (ordinate) variable. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Figure S5.  Motor neurons innervating muscle fiber 6 have endogenous firing frequencies (EFR) during motor patterns 
(related to Figure 6).  A, Cross section of muscle fibers, their innervating MNs, and the current clamp recording configuration 
used to record EJPs during fictive locomotion. B, A sample trace of EJPs recorded in muscle fiber #6, while a trace from a 
micropipette recording simultaneously in muscle 13 (trace not shown) was used to identify the MNs contributing EJPs, 
according to the protocol described by [S2]. MN identity is indicated above each EJP in the traces. C, Average EJP frequency 
is represented for each contributing MN. [Ca2+]o made no significant contribution to EJP frequency [two-way ANOVA 
(P<0.05 overall), Tukey post hoc *P<0.001]. The average EJP frequency across all [Ca2+]o levels was calculated as Is: 
8.1±0.7Hz (N=14); Ib: 21.1±0.6Hz (N=35); Student’s t-test, P<0.001. Error bars show SEM. D, Profiles of EJCs recorded in 
two-electrode voltage clamp (TEVC) in muscle 6 in response to impulses delivered to segment nerve in 2mM [Ca2+]o. The 
trace represents current flow across the plasmamembrane of muscle fiber 6 when release is evoked exclusively from a type-Ib 
terminal. E, Bar charts show the average amplitude of the second EJC relative to the first (N=25, 27, 8 & 6), and the mid-
train EJC relative to the first (N=25, 27, 8 & 6). In each chart, a one-way ANOVA was applied (P<0.05 overall), with Holm 
Sidak post hoc *P<0.01. Paired pulse facilitation (PPF) measurements at the start of each train show type-Is terminals 
depressing by a greater amount than type–Ib (PPF: Is: 15.8±0.8%, N=27; Ib: 1.8±2.7%, N=8, SEM, P<0.001), consistent with 
the greater PAZ of the type-Is terminals. F, A histogram shows the average amplitude of the mid-train EJC (Is: N=20; Ib: 
N=6). All preparations in D-F in 2mM [Ca2+]o HL6 with no L-glutamic acid added. Error bars in E and F show SD.  
Table S1 
 
Table S2 
 
Supplemental Experimental Procedures 
 
Fly Stocks 
Drosophila stocks were raised at 24 ºC on standard medium (Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC) recipe). All 
measurements were performed on female third-instar larvae of a w1118 isogenized strain, except when using larvae containing 
the UAS-GCaMP5G transgene (BDSC #42038), the UAS-DsRed transgene (BDSC #6282) and the OK6-Gal4 motor neuron 
driver [S3]. 
         
Solutions and Chemicals 
Physiological experiments were conducted in HL6 solution [S4] containing 15 mM MgCl2. Chemicals and antibodies were 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St Louis, MO) except where noted: CaCl2 (Cat.No.21114) and MgCl2 (63020), Fluka; 
Trolox (238813), Sigma-Aldrich; EGTA (03777), Fluka; water (for Ca2+ calibrations) (00612), Fluka; Oregon Green 488 
BAPTA-1 dextran 10,000 MW (OGB-1; Cat.No.O-6798, Lot No.22865W) and Alexa Fluor 647 dextran 10,000 MW 
(AF647, D22914), Life Technologies. 
 
Immunohistochemistry 
Larvae were fillet-dissected in Schneider’s insect medium (Sigma Aldrich, S0146) on Sylgard plates, rinsed three times with 
chilled HL6 containing no added Ca2+ or glutamic acid, and then fixed with Bouin’s solution (Sigma Aldrich, HT10132) for 1 
minute at room temperature (RT). Preparations were then rinsed with PBS (pH 7.1) (4 x 10 minutes). Following PBS rinsing, 
the preparations were rinsed for 1 hour (4 x 15 minutes) in PBST (PBS containing 1% Triton X-100) to permeabilize, then 
incubated for 30 minutes in a blocking solution [PBS containing 2% BSA, 5% goat serum (Sigma Aldrich, G9023), 1% 
triton-X]. After blocking, preparations were incubated with primary antibodies (diluted with blocking solution) overnight at 4 
ºC: mouse anti-Bruchpilot antibody (1:200, nc82; supernatant from DSHB Hybridoma bank) and rabbit anti-Discs Large 
antibody (DLG; 1:20,000; a gift from Dr. Benjamin Eaton at UTHSCSA). On the second day, after washing with PBST for 1 
hour (4 x 15 minutes), preparations were incubated with fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies and the Cy3-
conjugated goat anti-HRP antibody (1:600) for 1 hour in darkness at RT: goat anti-mouse Alexa 488 (1:400); donkey anti-
rabbit Cy5 (1:200). Preparations were finally washed with PBST for 1 hour (4 x 15 minutes), mounted on glass slides with 
antifade reagent (SlowFade Gold, S36937, Invitrogen) and covered with 0.16-0.19 mm glass cover-slips (Corning, 2870-22). 
  Series of images were collected from muscle fibers #6 and #7, while stepping through the entire depth of the NMJ 
with an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope with a 60X 1.42 NA oil objective. Image series were collapsed into a 
maximal intensity z-projection. Three lasers were used sequentially (488nm, 543nm and 635nm) and emission filters were 
optimized for Alexa 488, Cy3 and Cy5, respectively. No bleed-through to other channels could be detected when tested with 
single fluorophores on a preparation. A pinhole size of 115 µm was optimal for the three imaging channels (close to 1 Airy 
unit). Zoom factor and step size were optimized according to the Nyquist sampling rule and images were digitized at 10.6 
pixels/µm in the X-Y plane, with a step depth of 0.2 µm. 12-bit image stacks were collected and raw data were output to 
imageJ [Fiji (fiji.sc; ImageJ)] for analysis. DLG positive image stacks were used to distinguish different terminal types. 
Boutons of type-Ib terminals were distinguished from boutons of type-Is terminals by their larger size [S5], and dense DLG-
positive sub-synaptic reticulum (SSR). The “TrakEM2” plugin was used to quantify total nerve terminal volume and the “3D 
Objects Counter” plugin was used to count the number of nc82 positive puncta. 
Electron Microscopy 
Third-instar larvae were fillet dissected from a dorsal midline incision and pinned against a glass slide using metal pins 
attached to a surrounding magnetic sheet [S5]. The initial dissection was made in Schneider’s insect medium and then 
immersed in a primary fixative comprising 2.5% paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M cacodylate buffer. The 
dissected larva was then post-fixed in 2% OsO4 in 0.1M veronal-acetate buffer and processed for EM, as previously reported 
[S6, S7]. Sections were cut serially at 100 nm from embedded specimens (either transversely or longitudinally) and stained 
with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Images were captured using a Gatan Orius 832 11 MB camera with a Philips Tecnai 12 
electron microscope operated at 80 kV. Location of muscle fiber #6 of segment #4 was facilitated by trimming the block to 
allow identification of the major axes of the larva in each section. Longitudinal section series provided a means to image 
more boutons from a limited number of sections than did transverse sections, and after initial trials longitudinal sections were 
used for all reconstructions. Series of 500-600 sections were cut of which 100-200 were used to make each reconstruction. 
Image series collected at a magnification of 11,500 were assembled online as montages using software (Micrograph, Gatan 
Inc.) and then registered in a vertical series using the TrakEM2 plugin for Fiji (http://fiji.sc/) [S8]. MN terminals were 
reconstructed in three dimensions using additional software (Reconstruct; [S9] downloaded 
from http://synapses.bu.edu/tools/history.htm). Estimates of terminal volume, synaptic vesicle diameter, AZ number and AZ 
T-bar number were made, and their numbers recorded and annotated in Excel. A previous ultrastructural study in Canton 
Special larvae determined average SV outer diameter to be greatest in type-Is terminals (Is: 45.0±0.4 nm; Ib: 38.5±0.3 nm; 
P<0.001) [S10]. 
 
Electrophysiology 
Electrophysiology in conjunction with electron microscopy was used to estimate the average probability of release from AZs 
(PAZ) because optical techniques using fluorescent Ca2+ reporters targeted to the postsynaptic membrane, while they generate 
finely dissected probability maps, do not have the capacity to resolve individual release site probability at the Drosophila 
NMJ. They can be used to quantify the probability of fluorescent events that appear to arise from the same postsynaptic 
locus, but the limitations of light microscopy prohibit equating these estimates to individual release site probability. The 
major limitation stems from projecting the 3D structure of the postsynaptic fluorescent loci surrounding boutons onto a single 
plane, such that events arising from several independent postsynaptic sites can appear to arise from a single locus. 
   Larval fillet dissections were performed in chilled HL6 on Sylgard plates (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer) 
as illustrated by Rossano and Macleod [S11]. Measurements were made between 20 and 60 minutes after transecting the 
segmental nerves. Measurements were performed on body wall muscle fiber #6 of segment #4 under the 20X water 
immersion objective of an Olympus BXWI microscope that allowed unequivocal identification of fibers. Signals were 
detected, digitized and recorded using an Axoclamp 900A amplifier (Molecular Devices; Sunnyvale, CA) connected to a 4/35 
PowerLab (ADInstruments; Colorado Springs, CO) and a PC running LabChart v8.0. Micropipettes were pulled from 
borosilicate capillary tubing (Cat.No. BF15086-10, Sutter Instruments) on a Flaming/Brown P-97 micropipette puller, and 
filled with a 1:1 mixture of 3 M KCl and 3 M K-acetate. Unless otherwise indicated, recordings were made in Hemolymph-
Like solution #6 (HL6) which contains 15mM [Mg2+]o [S4]. MNSNb/d-Is innervates seven muscle fibers in addition to 
muscle fiber #6 [S12]. MN6/7-Ib innervates only muscle fibers #6 and #7, a subset of those innervated by MNSNb/d-Is [S13, 
S14]. A recording electrode (micropipette) tip in muscle fiber #6 and a second in #13 reveals that action potentials (APs) can 
be elicited in just one MN axon, using graded stimuli to the nerve that reach the threshold for exciting one MN but not the 
other, and this allows for release to be evoked from a single identified MN terminal on muscle fiber #6 [S15, S16]. 
    Current Clamp: Under conditions of low extracellular Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]o), such as when quantifying the Ca2+ 
dependence of release, current clamp mode was used as the Excitatory Junction potentials (EJPs) did not approach the 
reversal potential and so the amplitudes of EJPs could be corrected without much risk that the process of correction for non-
linear summation [S17] would introduce a large degree of error. A 0.1 gain head-stage was always used for recording from 
fiber #6. Average micropipette resistance was ~50 MOhms. Peak-to-peak noise was <0.15 mV after 5 kHz low-pass filtering. 
Only records from muscle fibers that maintained a Resting Membrane Potential (RMP) of greater than -60 mV were 
analyzed. Quantal Content (QC) was calculated using Equation S.1: 
QC = average EJP amplitude / average mEJP amplitude    (S.1) 
where average EJP amplitude is the average amplitude of 30 consecutive Excitatory Junction Potential (EJPs) (including 
release failures) and average mEJP amplitude is the average amplitude of 30 consecutive miniature EJPs (mEJPs). However, 
two adjustments were made to average EJP and mEJP amplitudes to obtain the best possible estimates of QC; i) average EJP 
amplitude was corrected for non-linear summation [S17], and, ii) average mEJP amplitude was adjusted according to the 
terminal type for which QC was being calculated. The second correction accommodates for the fact that type-Is terminals 
give rise to significantly larger mEJPs. Studies using extracellular focal (macropatch) micropipettes have revealed that 
quantal size is an average of ~50% greater in type-Is [S10, S18, S19], but the origin of mEJPs cannot be discriminated with 
an intracellular micropipette used in this study. We assumed that our estimates of quantal size were made from an equal 
contribution (numbers) of mEJPs from each terminal. Therefore QC estimates should be corrected by multiplication by a 
factor of 100 / ((100+150)/2) = 0.8 for type-Is terminals and 150 / ((100+150)/2) = 1.2 for type-Ib. 
    Two Electrode Voltage Clamp (TEVC): Under conditions of physiological [Ca2+]o TEVC was generally used (except in 
Figure S2E) to avoid inaccuracies associated with correction for non-linear summation of large synaptic potentials. The 
lowest threshold MN was identified under current clamp as described above, after which one of the two micropipettes was 
moved from muscle fiber #13 to join the second in #6 to apply TEVC (Figure 2A). A 0.1 gain head-stage and ~50 MOhm 
micropipette was used for voltage recording. A 1.0 gain head-stage and ~15 MOhm micropipette was used for current 
passing. Muscle fibers were clamped to -60mV, but no attempt was made to clamp fibers with an initial RMP of less than -50 
mV. Records were analyzed only from muscle fibers that maintained an unclamped RMP of greater than -50 mV. TEVC was 
generally implemented as outlined previously [S20]. Voltage deflections were <5 mV for EJCs as large as 100 nA, and 
muscle fiber #6 input resistance was 5.4±3.1 MOhms (N=60; ±SD). As EJC kinetics were similar between terminal types 
(Figure 2B), EJC amplitude rather than area could be quantified as a relative measure of evoked glutamate release between 
terminal types. Quantal Content (QC) was calculated using equation S.1 applied to currents. EJCs do not require correction 
for non-linear summation, but the same scaling factor applied to mEJP amplitudes was applied to mEJCs to accommodate for 
the fact that type-Is terminals give rise to both larger mEJPs and mEJCs. 
 
Estimating the Amount of Glutamate in a Synaptic Vesicle (SV) 
The number of glutamate molecules in a SV (ε) is the product of a SV’s volume and lumenal glutamate concentration. While, 
our EM data indicate a 2.29X greater volume for type-Is SVs suggesting a 2.29X difference in the number of glutamate 
molecules, estimates of absolute SV lumenal glutamate concentration are rare and acknowledge assumptions that introduce a 
large degree of error (e.g., [S21]). ε for SVs from different terminals was therefore derived by alternate means. A numerical 
simulation found that 8,000 glutamate molecules released into the synaptic cleft best recapitulated the characteristics of uni-
quantal events at Drosophila terminals on muscle #6 [S19]. Using this nominal value of 8,000 for ε we applied the scaling 
factors derived from electrophysiology measurements (multiplication by: Is, 1/0.8; Ib, 1/1.2) [S10, S18, S19], to generate an 
estimate of ε for SVs in each terminal type (Is: 9600; Ib: 6400). Differences in glutamate receptor subunit composition 
beneath the two terminal types [S22] may reconcile the 129% larger SVs in type-Is terminals with the 50% larger quantal 
size, but in the absence of direct data on SV luminal glutamate concentration a reconciliation is not possible. 
Ca2+ Imaging 
Larval fillet dissections were performed in chilled Schneider’s insect medium as illustrated previously by Rossano and 
Macleod (2007) [S11], and the nerve was forward-filled with a 10,000 MW dextran-conjugated Ca2+-indicator (OGB-1), in 
constant ratio with a Ca2+-insensitive fluorophore (AF647 dextran), as described previously [S23]. Ca2+ imaging was 
performed under a water-dipping 100X 1.0NA objective of an Olympus BXWI50 microscope, fitted with an EMCCD camera 
(Andor Technology, model DU860; South Windsor, CT) running at 100 frames-per-second. The preparation was illuminated 
through the microscope cube turret by a DG4 150W Xenon bulb wavelength-switcher (Sutter Instruments) (OGB-1, 470/30 
nm ex., 495 nm dichroic mirror (DM); AF647, 628/40 nm ex., 660 nm DM). Emission was collected through a Sutter 
instruments lambda 10-B filter wheel (OGB-1, 520/35 nm em; AF647, 692/40 nm em.). Filters and dichroic mirrors were 
obtained from Chroma Technology (Bellows Falls, VT, USA) or Semrock (Lake Forest, IL, USA). 
  Calibration:  Fluorescence signals were converted to [Ca2+] using Equation 5 of Grynkiewicz and others [S24]. 
Values of Rmin were obtained in situ through incubation of preparations in Ca2+-free HL6 with 1 mM EGTA and 100 µM 
BAPTA-AM (1%DMSO) for 20min (Cat.No.B6769; Invitrogen). Values of Rmax were also obtained in situ through 
incubation of preparations in HL6 containing 10 mM Ca2+ and 100 µM ionomycin (I9657, Sigma) for 30 min [S2]. The KD 
value used for OGB-1 dextran (1.015 µM) was determined in vitro by measuring its fluorescence relative to AF647 in a 
series of solutions with different levels of free Ca2+. The series was established by blending two solutions from a Ca2+ 
calibration kit (C3008MP; Invitrogen); a low Ca2+ solution (10 mM K2EGTA) and a high Ca2+ solution (10 mM CaEGTA). 
Both solutions contained 100mM KCl and 30mM MOPS, prepared in deionized water at pH 7.2. K+ levels were 
supplemented with the addition of ~95 µL 1M KCl (P3911, Sigma) to 2mL to bring the osmolarirty to 340 mOsm (measured 
in a Vapro vapor-pressure osmometer, Model No. 5520). Free Ca2+ levels were determined through reference to MaxChelator 
(http://maxchelator.stanford.edu). 
  Estimation of dye loading: OGB-1 loading was determined by dividing the fluorescence intensity of AF647 (co-
loaded in constant ratio with OGB-1) in the center of a bouton by the fluorescence intensity of AF647 in a glass capillary 
filled with the OGB-1/AF647 mixture of known concentration. The same illumination and exposure settings used for 
calibration measurements were used for each experiment. As the diameter of a capillary will inevitably differ from the 
diameter of a bouton (and bouton diameters will differ between terminals), differences in path length needed to be corrected 
for, especially as wide-field optics were used. The procedure was as follows: Immediately prior to the acquisition of Ca2+-
indicator fluorescence transients, a z-series of images of AF647 fluorescence were acquired through the bouton. Close-to 
spherical boutons were selected where possible and the average pixel intensity was measured in a centrally positioned 3 x 3 
pixel ROI (0.75µm x 0.75µm ROI). A measurement from the plane of focus with the maximum average pixel intensity was 
compared to a similarly obtained measurement from the glass capillary, after measurements from both boutons and capillary 
were corrected as described in Appendix S1. Briefly, maximum fluorescence measurements were corrected according to the 
apparent z-dimension of the bouton (or capillary) in order to compensate for out-of-focus fluorescence that might have 
otherwise contributed to the intensity measurement. The smallest boutons required the greatest correction. 
 Estimation of the endogenous Ca2+ binding ratio (KS): Most Ca2+ that enters a terminal is bound by endogenous 
buffers and as little as 1% may be free [S25]. It is this small proportion of free Ca2+, available to bind OGB-1 and give rise to 
a fluorescence transient, that is quantified through microfluorimetry. The larger amount, bound by endogenous buffers, can 
only be calculated after determination of the endogenous Ca2+-binding ratio (KS). To determine KS for each terminal we 
quantified the effect of different concentrations of the exogenous Ca2+ buffer OGB-1 on the time course of decay (τ) of 
[Ca2+]I, and ∆ [Ca2+]i after a single AP, and analyzed the data in a linear-approximation of a single compartment model of 
Ca2+ binding (Figure S3D-S3E) [S26, S27]. In the single compartment model τ is related to the incremental Ca2+ binding 
ratio (K’B) in Equation S.2 (Equation 4 of [S28]): 
τ = (1 + KS + K’B) / γ         (S.2) 
where the Ca2+ extrusion mechanism is assumed to be linear with rate constant γ. Therefore, an estimate of KS can be 
obtained from the abscissa intercept of a plot of τ versus K’B, or 1/∆ [Ca2+]i versus K’B, where the intercept equals -(K’S+1). 
K’B was determined using Equation S.3 (Equation 1 of [S26]): 
K’B = [OGB-1] x Kd,OGB-1 / [([Ca2+]rest + Kd,OGB-1) ([Ca2+]rest  + ∆ [Ca2+]AP + Kd,OGB-1)]  (S.3) 
where the Ca2+ dissociation constant (Kd) was determined in vitro for OGB-1-dextran (1.015µM; described above), and 
where we determined the cytosolic concentration of OGB-1 ([OGB-1]) in situ, (described above) and [Ca2+]rest. On average, 
[OGB-1] was similar between nerve terminals (Is: 27.3±5.3µM; Ib: 33.2±6.2µM), consistent with identical loading periods 
(205±21mins) for axons forward-filled in a common nerve. Regression of τ on K’B (Figure S3D) generated ΚS estimates of 
82.0 (Is) and 49.0 (Ib) (Is: R2=0.47, P=0.013; Ib: R2=0.58, P=0.004), but the 95% confidence intervals overlapped 
substantially. Regression of 1/∆ [Ca2+]i on K’B (Figure S3E) generated inferior KS estimates as assessed by the summed R2 
values (Is: 15.9, R2=0.64, P=0.002; Ib: 47.7, R2=0.25, P=0.095). KS has been previously determined as 77 for type-Ib 
terminals [S29] but KS has not previously been determined for type-Is terminals. 
 
Estimating Na+ Entry to Nerve Terminals 
Without the ability to patch presynaptic terminals at the NMJ, or to make microfluorimetric estimates of Na+ entry, we 
resorted to an established theoretical approach that utilized our morphological measurements (described in the Results 
section). We assumed that APs actively invades both terminals [S30] and that the AP has an amplitude of 100mV. Although 
both assumptions likely lead to an overestimation of Na+ entry, they are unlikely to either inflate or diminish energy 
efficiency differences between terminals. Our simulations show a relatively flat dependence of efficiency estimates on 
surface area and AP voltage (Figure S4D), and the curve for type-Is terminals is almost parallel to type-Ib. To the extent that 
our assumptions overestimate Na+ entry, they should overestimate Na+ entry equally for both terminals, in which case we 
expect a neutral effect of inaccurate assumptions on the difference in efficiency estimates. 
 
Fictive Locomotion Measurements 
The endogenous firing frequency of each MN was determined using two intracellular micropipettes to record EJPs 
simultaneously from fibers #6 and #13 (Figure 6A) while the CPG drove patterned activity in the MNs. MNs contributing 
EJPs were identified using a previously described method [S2]. The instantaneous firing frequency for each MN was 
calculated as 1/time interval (s) between adjacent EJPs, from which we then determined the average peak firing rate over a 2 
s period of the MN’s most intense activity [endogenous firing rate (EFR)]. 
  
Relative Duty Cycle Measurements 
The relative periods of electrical activity of the two MN terminals were estimated using an optical approach. Preparations 
were imaged through the water-dipping objective (60X 0.9NA) of a BXWI50 Olympus microscope equipped with a beam-
splitter (Cairn Optisplit II; Cairn Research, Faversham, UK) and an EMCCD camera (DV887; Andor Technology, South 
Windsor, CT) running at 5 frames-per-second. Both GCaMP5G and DsRed were expressed in the cytosol using the OK6-
Gal4 driver and were simultaneously excited by BDX (450-495 nm) and GYX (540-600 nm) modules of an X-Cite XLED1 
illuminator through a dual-band filter (470/21 nm and 556/19 nm) and dual-band dichroic mirror (512/23 nm and 630/91 nm 
transmission). Emission wavelengths were monitored separately but simultaneously on different sides of the EMCCD chip 
behind the beam-splitter (512/25 nm and 660/20 nm emissions filters; 600 nm DM). Some recordings showed no activity, or 
activity in only type-Ib terminals, but only recordings showing activity in both terminal types were analyzed. Type-Is never 
fired without simultaneous firing in type-Ib terminals, consistent with our electrophysiological recordings (data not shown). 
 
The Definition of Presynaptic Energy Efficiency as Output/Cost 
Maxwell’s definition of energy efficiency [S31], based on output relative to input, guided our conception of efficiency. At a 
presynaptic terminal, output is defined as the amount of neurotransmitter released and the input is the metabolic cost to reset 
the presynaptic terminal. For synapses as a functional unit, output is usually defined in terms of information passed from the 
presynaptic terminal to the postsynaptic target [S32, S33]. At the Drosophila NMJ, information can be defined as the 
reduction of uncertainty to contract muscle in response to presynaptic neurotransmitter release [S34]. However, since this 
synapse is a relay synapse, information here is a discrete variable with only two states depending on whether the postsynaptic 
event is above threshold or not. Under the conditions of this study, physiological conditions, NMJs maintain a high safety 
factor [S35], and so only one bit of information is considered. For this reason, rather than quantify the energy efficiency of 
information transfer, we quantified the energy efficiency of glutamate release which is variable between terminals [S31].  
 
Sources of Error in the Calculation of PAZ and Energy Efficiency 
In the process of estimating both PAZ and energy efficiency a number of assumptions and approximations were inevitable. 
Therefore, to ensure the strongest test of our hypothesis, we adopted a conservative approach to err on the side that would 
diminish differences in PAZ and energy efficiency. For example, all the relevant published data point to larger mEJCs 
originating from type-Is terminals and in incorporating this fact into our analysis it diminished our estimate of differences in 
PAZ between terminals. Other assumptions or approximations diminished differences in energy demand between the 
terminals, and thus differences in energy efficiency. First, we estimated SV glutamate content based on published 
electrophysiological data [S19] rather than SV volumes. Estimates based on electrophysiological data diminish differences in 
glutamate release as SV glutamate content is calculated to be only 50% larger for type-Is terminals, whereas estimates based 
on type-Is SVs that are 129% larger in volume would have exaggerated differences in glutamate release (assuming SV 
lumenal glutamate concentration is equal between terminals [S10]). Secondly, we might expect that glutamate receptor 
saturation [S19] and desensitization [S36] would have greater effects at type-Is terminals with their greater PAZ and quantal 
size, and so the assumption that these influences are negligible may lead to greater underestimation of release from type-Is 
terminals. Thirdly, rather than assume there is no difference in KS between terminals (Figure S3D-3F), we proceeded with 
our single best KS estimates for the two terminal types which may have exaggerated the amount of Ca2+ entering type-Is 
terminals and thus the amount of ATP required to extrude the Ca2+. Lastly, similar to previous studies, our estimates only 
considered activity-dependent cost [S37] but not the costs at rest [S38] which will be smaller for type-Is terminals. The 
smaller type-Is terminal surface area would obligate a lower cost to maintain the resting membrane potential and lipid 
turnover [S38]. Also, the smaller volume of mitochondria per unit volume of cytoplasm (density) in type-Is terminals [S5] 
would obligate a lower cost associated with mitochondrial proton leak [S38]. Therefore, without incorporating fixed costs at 
rest into our estimates we may have further underestimated differences in energy efficiency between terminal types. Despite 
such a conservative approach, the estimated differences in PAZ and energy efficiency between terminals were substantial 
underlining the robust nature of these differences. 
Calculation of Postsynaptic Energy Consumption at the NMJ 
Postsynaptic energy consumption associated with postsynaptic synaptic currents can be calculated from an estimate of the 
total charge that crosses the membrane which is the product of the amplitude and decay time constant of EJCs [S39]. If we 
assume that all current is carried by sodium ions (Na+), then energy consumption will equal one-third of the total Na+ charge, 
as Na+ is extruded by the Na+/K+ ATPase using one molecule of ATP to pump 3 Na+. Therefore, the numbers of ATP 
molecules required to remove postsynaptic Na+ after a single AP triggers release from either terminal are: Is 8.16 × 108, and, 
Ib 5.18 × 108. This is a rough estimate resting on simplifying assumptions that are difficult to defend, such as assuming that 
glutamate receptors under the different terminal types have the same subunit composition with the same glutamate binding 
affinity, unitary conductance and permeabilities to Na+ relative to Ca2+, yet this is clearly not the case [S22]. Never-the-less, 
it would appear that the amount of energy consumed on the postsynaptic side of the synapse is much higher than on the 
presynaptic side; perhaps 100 fold greater. 
 
Statistical Analysis and Data Presentation 
Tests were performed using SigmaStat 3.5 (integrated with SigmaPlot 10). Significance was assessed with an α of <0.05. 
Paired Student’s t-tests were performed when comparisons were made between terminal pairs in the same preparation. 
ANOVA was performed when multiple comparisons were applied and an overall α of <0.05 was required for significance. 
Parametric or non-parametric post-hoc tests were applied according to the outcome of tests for normalcy, and described in the 
text. Propagation of uncertainty theory [S40] was used to calculate the standard error of means based on measurements 
combined from different experiments. 
 
  
Appendix S1 
Correcting Fluorescence Measurements for Limitation in Axial Resolution. 
Summary of the Approach 
 Consider a hypothetical sphere/bouton with a uniform radiant energy density, of diameter “bouton_size”. When an 
image is taken of the bouton, each point in the object contributes light to the image in a manner determined by the point 
spread function (psf). The mathematical process by which this is done is the ‘convolution’ of the real object by the psf.  
 When the object is symmetric in 3 dimensions the image has worse resolution in z-axis because of the characteristic 
asymmetry of the psf. If we assume that the xy resolution is good (not needing correction) then we can consider only 
correction in the z axis. Hence, a sphere (or a cylinder viewed orthogonally), uniformly filled with an indicator (AF647-
dextran), reduces to a one-dimensional ‘uniform’ distribution of length ‘bouton_size’. 
 The approach then is to see how changing the ‘bouton_size’ (keeping the luminosity from each point in the ‘sphere’ 
constant) changes the fluorescent signal measured at z=0 (focal plane). We normalize this fluorescent signal such that, for a 
sufficiently large bouton, the fluorescence measured at z=0 will be 1; the measurement of this fluorescent signal from the 
normalized boutons will be called the ‘correction_factor’. 
Correction Factor Derivation 
Let 
f= measured fluorescent signal 
b=brightness (radiant energy density) of the indicator (a constant proportional to the indicator concentration). 
psf(z)= point spread function as a function of z 
object(z)= a density function describing the object in one dimension; 1 when the object is present, 0 where it is absent. 
 
Given the above, the radiant energy density over space is b. object(z). 
The fluorescence of the object is the convolution of the luminescence by the psf [S41], or: 
    
But note that b is a constant, and hence can be taken out of the integral, so: 
 
 
 
Define “Correction_factor” as 
 then, 
 
b = f
Correction _ factor  
The computational method is to calculate this “correction_factor” as a function of bouton diameter (measured in the xy plane, 
and assumed equal in the z direction) and an estimate of the imaging system’s axial  psf. The function is plotted below. 
 
Details: 
 Program "R" (http://www.r-project.org/) was used to test the effects convolution on one-dimensional 'beads' (z-axis). 
 To calculate a “correction factor” for the fluorescent signal at z=0, we ran the “R code” shown below assuming a 
Gaussian psf with a standard deviation of 0.58µm (half the estimated depth-of-field for the objective used of 1.16µm; 
psfwidth).  
 
R code: 
rm(list=ls()); 
psfwidth <- 1.16/2; # This is the S.D. of the Gaussian - estimated at half the "depth of field" of 1160nm. 
bouton_size <- 2;  # Insert the bouton, terminal or bead diameter here. 
zpoints <- seq(-20,20, length.out=401); 
psf<-dnorm(zpoints, sd= psfwidth); 
object <- dunif(zpoints, min=- bouton_size/2, max= bouton_size/2)* bouton_size; 
f <- convolve(object, psf, type = "open")/10; 
z_for_convolv <- seq(-40,40,by=0.1); 
f_centre_only <- f[401]; 
par(mfrow = c(2, 2)); 
plot(zpoints, object, xlim=c(-20,20), xlab="z [µm]"); 
plot(zpoints, psf, type="p", xlim=c(-20,20), xlab="z [µm]"); 
plot(z_for_convolv, f, xlim=c(-20,20), xlab="z [µm]",ylim=c(0,1)); 
cat("The correction factor for a bouton size", bouton_size," with psf", psfwidth, "is", f_centre_only); 
 
  
After applying the correction factor for individual boutons with known size, we are able to quantify the relative concentration 
of dye loaded in the preparations based on the linear relationship between dye concentration and radiant energy density. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Simulation of influence of bouton diameter on correction factor. 
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